Do the Right Thing

Shouldn’t it be encouraged?
Shouldn’t it prevent violence?
Violence can damage a lot
Your physical being,
As well as your reputation

Violence is never the solution
When violence is involved
Better to stay away
Have common sense

Be safe when you come by a violent encounter
See something, do something
Speak up because it’s smart to do so
Keeping it to yourself can hurt you and can
protect anyone who wants to

If your involved, push it aside
But don’t avoid the consequences
Compromise in a healthy way
If physical action is involved
Don’t get involved

Do the Right Thing!

If someone wants to harm you
Fight back by taking action to protect yourself
Know when to take control
Know right from wrong
Know COMMON SENSE!

Protect yourself, speak up
Protect others!
Prevent violence from happening at all
Because the closer it gets to happening,
The more dangerous it will turn out to be

Always avoid violence
Always take action
Always have common sense
Always do the right thing

Be safe
Be prepared
Be smart
Be the one who stops violence!

Do the Right Thing!